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Abstract.
For a commuting «-tuple a = (ax, ... , a") of elements of a unital C* -algebra $/ , we establish a matricial identity linking the self-commutator of a to the 2"_1 x2"_1 matrix â that detects the Taylor invertibility of a . As a consequence, we obtain a simple proof of a result of D. Xia (Oper. Theory: Adv. Appl. 48 (1990) , , which states that for commuting i-hyponormal «-tuples, ar(a) = or(a).
Let a = (ax,... , an) be a commuting «-tuple of elements of a unital C*-algebra sé . The main result in [Cul] states that a is invertible on j/ (in the sense of Taylor) if and only if a certain 2"_1 x 2"_1 matrix over sé, denoted â , is invertible. Doubly commuting «-tuples (those where a¡aj = aja¡ and a¡a* = a*a¡ for all i ^ j) admit a much simpler criterion, namely, a is invertible if and only if all 2" positive elements a\ax + a\a2 + ■■■ + a*a" , a¡ax+a2a2-\-+ a"a*, ... , axa\ + a2a2 + ■ ■ ■ + a*an , axa\ + a2a2 + ■ ■ ■ + ana*n are invertible. In this note we establish a simple matricial formula linking â to the self-commutator of a, the « x n matrix [a*, a] := ([a*, a¡])" ,=1, where [a*,, a/] := a*:üi -a¡a*. As a corollary, we obtain a new proof of a result of D. Xia which states that for i-hyponormal «-tuples a, the Taylor spectrum agrees with the right spectrum.
To explain our results, we need to recall the construction of â . Rather than repeating the details in [Cul] , we give here an alternate inductive definition. First, for M and N k x k matrices over sé we let
Now, if « = 1 we let â := (ax), and if « > 1 we let â := ((a1)*, anI)^, where a' := (ax, ... , an_x) and / is the 2"-2 x 2"~2 identity matrix. This definition of â, slightly different from the one used in [Cul] , is more convenient for our purposes; the following result, nevertheless, still holds.
Lemma 1 [Cul, Theorem 1] . The commuting n-tuple a is invertible on sé if and only if à is invertible (as a 2n~x x 2n~l matrix over sé).
For the next definition we need some notation. If 1 < k < n, we let k := {I, ... , k} , n:= {1, ... , n} , and we let Inc(k, n) denote the set of increasing maps from k to n. We also let S"n denote the set of « x « diagonal matrices with diagonal entries equal to 1 or -1.
Definition 2. Let 1 < k < « be given, and let <p £ Inc(k, n). We define <p*:^n(sé) -* Jík(sé) by <p*(M)¡j := m9,i)MJ), where M = («%)?J=1 £ Jfn(sé), and ç?": Jfk(sé) -* Jín(sé) by
Definition 3. Let 1 < k < « and let N £jfk(sé) and M £ J?"(sé). We say that N is a /¿-generalized principal submatrix of M (abbreviated fc-GPSM)
if there exist tp, y/ £ Inc(k, n) and a diagonal matrix D £ 5^n such that Ny/,(<p*(DMD)). Corollary 5 [Xia, Theorem 5] . Assume that a is t-hyponormal. Then a is Taylor invertible on sé if and only if axa\-\-h ana* is invertible. Proof. Observe that the maps tp* and ^* in Definition 2 preserve positivity, so j and t are both positive. Thus, if axa\ -l-ha"a* is invertible, we obtain that àâ* and â*â are invertible, which implies that a is Taylor invertible. G Corollary 6. Let a be a t-hyponormal commuting n-tuple of elements of sé .
Then or(a) = or(a). Proof. Let X £ C" . Observe that a -X is again i-hyponormal, so Corollary 5 applies. D
Proof of Theorem 4
Our ploy is to use mathematical induction on the number of coordinates. Lemma 8. Let a = (ax, ... , an) be a commuting n-tuple in sé, and assume that an+x £ sé commutes with ax, ... , an. Then (i) If n is odd, [diag(a"+i), â] consists of (n"_x) (n-Vj-GCV's, (n"3) («-lyGCV's,... , (") 2-GCV's of M(a, an+x), and a zero column vector (the last column), and [â*, diag(a"+i)] consists of (nn) n-GCV's, (nn_2) (« -2)-GCV's,..., (1) l-GCV'sof M(a,an+X).
(ii) If n is even, [diag(an+x), â] consists of ("",) (« -l)-GCV's, (n"_3) (n -3)-GCF'i,... , il) 1-GCV's of M(a, an+x), and [â*, diag(aB+1)] consists of inn) n-GCV's, inn_2) (n -2)-GCV's,..., i"2) 2-GCV's of M(a,an+x), and a zero column vector (the last column). Proof. We use mathematical induction. The conclusions certainly hold for « = 2 and « = 3 ; assume first that « is odd, and that the assertions are true for all k < « . From the inductive definition of â, it follows at once that
By the inductive hypothesis, the first 2"~2 columns of [diag(a"+i), â] contain (nnZ\) (n -l)-GCV's,... , ("-') 3-GCV's, and one 1-GCV of M(a,an+X).
Similarly, the last 2"-2 columns of [dia%(an+x), â] contain ("~|) (« -1)-GCV's, ... , ("71) 1-GCV's of M(a, an+x). The conclusion then follows by recalling that (£"}) + (ttkl) = (k) ■ The cases of n odd, and the two cases corresponding to [â*, diag(a"+i)j are entirely similar. □
We can now conclude the proof of Theorem 4. Assume that « is even. By inductive hypothesis and formula (2), we see that [(a,an+xy] 
